In middle

life

Kbri

came

home.

He had been a long time abroad, and his flaxen hair had turned
wolf gray. It was still full though; it sprouted like ruffled feathers
from the top ofhis high forehead, above clear blue eyes, a wide
nose, and a scraggly beard. Kiri was tall, lean, and vigorous, and
though he was not strongly built, he was strong. People said he
was a fire-soul, a man strong in determination, a man who runs
while others walk.
Kiri was the son of Stefan, a writer and politician. Stefan had
wanted his son to be a writen "It can be very difficult to please your
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father," Kiri said. In America he had achieved high status,
becoming a professor at the Harvard Medical School, but he gave
that up to return home. In the white hours of midnight he still
made verses, as he always had, only now sometimes they were in
English. Stefan had died by the time K:iri returned.
Kdri Stefinsson landed at Keflavik on the wide lava plain. The
Icelanders welcomed the prodigal; their leaders gave him their
support. So did a Swiss pharmaceutical firm, which pledged $200
million to the company K:iri started. He said it would study the
genes ofhis countrymen and find the secrets ofmany diseases. But
as time passed IGri also made enemies. They thought he was
greedy for money and power. They said he wanted to take what
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was rightly the nation's heritage and
make it his own. Kiri never hesitated to
speak his mind, and his sarcasm was
sometimes scathing. That did not win
over his opponents.
As Odin said:
He should get up early, the man who
means to take
another's life or property;
the slumbering wolf does not get the
ham,
nor a sleeping man victory.
Kiri rose before dawn one day and,
rounding up all his supporters, rode
down Miklabraut in Reykjavik to the
edge of the marsh, where his enemies
lived. He and his men fell upon them
while they were still turning on their
computers and PCR machines. Kdri laid
about him with his sword, hacking and
thrusting. His men saw his courage and
tried to match it. Soon the laboratories
were littered with corpses....
But probably the saga won't end like
that.

+

-1-- CELAND IS NOTSO DIFFERENT FROM
I
other places. It has a McDonald's
•
in local decor, a noisy Tex-Mex
I
restaurant, and swanker joints in
I which French chefs drizzle sauces
-JIL on architectonic food. It has shop
windows filled with baggy pants, skateboards, and elevator sneakers. It has
people walking down the streets with
cell phones pressed to their ears, and
sometimes they are speaking English,
because every Icelander speaks at least
some and many speak it perfectly. It also
has a biotechnology company, the one
Kdri started, called deCODE Genetics.
World culture laps the distant shores of
Iceland more than ever before.
Yet Iceland also remains beautifully
different, empty and strange. It was all
but devoid of mammals, let alone human beings, until 874, when the first
settlers arrived from Norway. In the en-
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EGIL was knowit for being ugly, murderous,
Iyrical. tender. and drunk. A complex
suing half century, a wave of immigrants, mostly Norse but some of them
Celts from Ireland and Scotland, carved
up the habitable band along the coast.
(Iceland's vast interior is volcanic desert
and glaciers.) There followed a period
ofrelative prosperity, toward the end of
which the Age ofSettlementwas already
being recalled with nostalgia. The Icelandic Sagas, one of the high points of
medieval prose, were composed in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries by men
looking back fondly on a period when
men were Vikings but also poets. The
poet-warrior, a human amalgam of Odin
(the High One, chief god and restless
seeker of wisdom) and Thor (he with
the hammer), is the archetypal Icelandic
hero.
A prime example in the sagas is Egil,
son of Skallagrim, one of the original
settlers. Egil composed his first sassy poems at age three, and throughout life he
retained the habit ofanswering straightforward questions with spontaneous
eruptions ofverse. He also showed his
warnor promise early. In Egil 9 Saga, in
a chapter called "Egil at the ball-game,"
the six-year-old hero learns howto cope
with defeat at sport:
Grim had just caught the ball and was
racing along with the other boys after
him. Egil ran up to him and drove the
axe into his head right through to the
brain.
Egil's father was "far from pleased,"
the saga reports, "but Bera [his mother]
said that Egil had the makings ofa real
viking."
The real Vikings were gone even by
the time Egil's Saga was written. Yet
the sagas remain popular in Iceland.
And the young men in Iceland who today will cheerfully recount episodes of
riotous tenth-century bloodshed read

those sagas in the original twelfth-century Iceman.
landic. Think of our
difficulty in reading
Shakespeare, let alone Beowu</. In Iceland this distance from the past does not
exist to the same extent.
The Icelandic language is alive today
because the Icelandic nation was for a
long time near death. The climate during the Age of Settlement was unusually
warm, about like today's. But from the
late thirteenth into the nineteenth century, Iceland got colder and the Age got
Dark. Fields became unproductive, pastures ungrazeable, and farmers poon In
the early fifteenth century the plague
killed a third ofthe 70,000 or so people
who then lived on the island; three centuries later smallpox did much the same.
Meanwhile Icelandic volcanoes erupted
with grim and deadly frequency.
By 1800 there were only 45,000 or
so Icelanders, fewer than in 1100, and
they were barely surviving. They were
scraping a living from bad land and a
cold, killing ocean. Theywere huddling
together for warmth in dark turf hutsthere was no wood for houses or firesas rain dripped onto the mud floors.
One thing these people did not have to
contend with was immigration. Poverty
isolated the Icelanders, and isolation
preserved their language-and also their
genes. Icelanders today are virtually all
descended from a few thousand people
who arrived in the ninth and tenth centuries. That feature makes them ofgreat
interest to geneticists.
That, and their passion for genealogy. The origins ofthis passion, explains
Arni Bj6rnsson, an ethnologist at the
National Museum of Iceland (and formerly Karis high school Icelandic
teacher), go back to the settlers. Most
of them were not so much Viking
raiders as poor peasants escaping an
oppressive Norwegian king. When they
landed in empty Iceland, they acquired
farms the size of Liechtenstein. It

Aside from technology, if you want to find
disease genes fast, it is importantto look in the right population.

The Icelandic population was gold waiting to be mined.
became important to know clearly who
stood to inherit such homesteads-and
the Icelandic convention of adopting
patronymics rather than family names
offered little help. People in Iceland
were then and still are known by their
first names. Thus K:iri is I• ri to everybody, whether they've met him or not.
The surname Stefiinsson just signifies
that he is the son (and not the dottir) of
Stefan. In such a system, the easiest way
to know your family relations is to
record them scrupulously generation by
generation.
This the Icelanders have always
done. The sagas are thick with family
trees, and genealogy is a popular hobby
today; one of the newspapers publishes
a weekly column on the subject. And
when an Icelander dies, the obituary
begins with a fulllist of parents and
progeny, including tbeir dates of birth
and death. Some of those progeny
then contribute personal, signed tributes, often including a snatch of poetry-·perhaps one of the Sayings of tbe
Higb One. Number 76,
for instance:

--'- 3r ARI CAME HOME AT AGE 47.
9 /
after 20 years in Chicago
f<<
and Boston. He loved
Iii •
the States, he says: the
U
freedom and the open..,• .
• ness, the focus on results
rather than procedures, the language
and the poetry. He vividly remembers
the moment when he realized he spoke
English as well as he did Icelandic-the
moment from which he began writing
poetry in both languages. "Iwas standing on the corner of Kenwood and
Fifty-fourth Street in Chicago," he says.
"It hit me like rain." Those 20 years
abroad amount almost to a separate
identity-American Kdri-that he must
struggle not to lose now that he has returned to Iceland for good. "I could go
either way," he says. "I could go back to
the United States and continue to be the
person I was there; but the challenge is
.
to make this into one life.
Yet he has no regrets. "In many ways
I think it is better to grow up in a small
community," he says. "But when it

T H E "most magical light of anywhere on earth,"

Cattle die kinsmen die,
said Auden. In June the sun sets after midnight.
the self must also die;
but glory never dies,
for the man who is able to achieve it.
The Icelanders value family, they
value glory, and-very endearinglythey value poets.
They also tend to be a cooperative
lot.JdnJ6nsson, a geneticist at the University of Iceland, spent a decade at
American universities. "When I call
people here and say, 'Do you want to
participate in a study?' they say, 'Yeah,
but it's difficult to come today, can I
come tomorrow?' In the United States
people would just say, 'Screw you."'Jdn
returned to his professorship in Reykjavfk in the beginning of 1997. Itwas the
same time K• ri came back with $12 million in American venture capital to start
deCODE.

=I=

comes to trying to find your place in the
world, it is much more difficult, because
the small community functions as an extended family, where the justice of the
family rules. A good mother makes sure
that none of her children excels much
more than others. It is not easy in the
small community to rise to prominence.
"So I think that the system where
people go through school here and then
go abroad for a few years and come back
is actually a very good system. It's not
just a coincidence that it's the same system they used 1,100 years ago, when
young men used to 'go into Viking.'
They went abroad, they became poets
at the courts in Europe, they robbed
and killed-and then they came back
and settled down."
These days, a young Icelandic scientist has no choice but to go into Viking;
it's the chance to come back that is rare.
The population of Iceland is 270,000.
There is one university, and research
jobs are scarce. Pretty much everybody
who wants to be a scientist has to go
abroad. After Kiri got his M.D. in
Reykjavik, he went to the University of
Chicago to become a neurologist and a
neuropathologist. He stayed 15 years,
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In an island nation of genealogists tracing family
connections, even astonishingly far back into the past,

is not hard-and deCODE has set about doing it once and for all.

.,

got tenure, and exchanged that in 1993
for a professorship at Harvard.
Kdri spent those years studying
oligodendrocytes. Those are the cells in
the central nervous system that surround and insulate axons-the long
fibers through which nerve cells send
their electric signals. That work related
to multiple sclerosis: in MS, oligodendrocytes die, and the nerve signals slow
down. No one knows what causes MS;
an attack by the immune system is
widely assumed to be responsible, but
that hasn't been proved.
Jeff Gulcher was Kiri's graduate student at Chicago 15 years ago and now
runs the lab at deCODE. When he talks
ofthe kind of research he and K:iri used
tj do, his relief at having left it behind
is palpable. The essence of their approach was to compare the tissue of MS
patients with normal tissue and look for
differences-say, a particular molecule
that is too abundant. "The trouble is,
you find not just one or two key differences, you find thousands," says
Gulcher. "There's no specificity."
In contrast, it's possible to be very
specific about what distinguishes healthy
DNA from diseased DNA, always assum-
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ing that the disease has a genetic component, a susceptibility if not a cause.
Modern technology allows you to hunt
genes in an almost industrial way. But
aside from technology, if you want to
find disease genes fast, it is important to
look in the right population. A few years
ago, when IGri organized a study ofthe
genetics ofMS in Iceland, he soon realized that he had found a very good population. Its scientific potential went far
beyond a better understanding of MS. It
was gold waiting to be mined.

people and find what they have in common. Breast cancer is a good example.
Two different genes have been found so
far, there are probably more, and in the
United States alone dozens of different
mutations in those genes are known.
The immigrants who made America
brought their mutations with them.
Geneticists have gotten around this
problem by studying families. Members
of the same family who have the same
genetic disease are likely to have inherited the same mutation from an ancestor-along with a more or less large
chunk ofDNA around the gene. Mod• · -:i · ·< HE MAIN REASON ICE
ern gene-mapping techniques allow you
landers are good for
to recognize that chunk.
genetics is something
The family approach, however, has
limitations. First, it can take a long time
'
called the founder efto find appropriate families in a place
feet. The founder effect solves a central
like the United States, where people
problem of gene hunters, which is that
move around a lot. Second, genetic dismany different mutations in several difeases may skip generations, obscuring a
ferent genes may cause the same disease.
familial pattern-especially in a country where many people barely know
This makes things difficult if you are
trying to compare the DNA of afflicted
who their great-grandparents were, let
alone what afflictions
they had. And third, a
THE MID-ATLANTICrift comes ashore on
family never leads you diIceland; volcanic eruptions builtthe island
rectly to a gene, because
its members have too
mucb DNA in common. The chunk of
DNA that diseased siblings or cousins
share may include hundreds of genes.
Finding the disease gene after you have
found this locus can take years.
In an island nation ofgenealogists,
however, tracing family connections even
astonishingly far back into the past is not
=hard-and deCODE has set about doing
it once and for all. In addition to biologists, Kari employs 15 genealogists who
are now collating Iceland's hundreds of
genealogical textbooks and church
records into a single computerized family tree of the entire Icelandic people,
right back to the Settlement. No more
than 625,000 souls have ever dwelled on
Iceland; the deCODE genealogy now includes 560,000 ofthem, their names and
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relations. IGri believes it will encompass
600,000 names in another year or two
and that nearly all the missing ones will
date from before 1700. Already a few
keystrokes on a deCODE computer are
enough to bring up a remarkably deep
ancestry ofjust about every living Icelander. Unnurjokulsdottir, the deCODE
personnel manager, recently learned that
she was descended from Egil.
Egil's medical records are not preserved. (He had a peculiar bone condition, according to the saga; after he died,
his skull was found to be ridged like a
scallop shell and too thick to split with
an ax.) But medical records for other
Icelanders do exist back to 1915, when
the country's National Health Service
was formed. In the Icelandic system,
people with specific diseases are funneled into specialized treatment centers,
which makes them easy to find. When
Kdri and his colleagues decide to study
a particular disease, they simply call the
appropriate specialists and quickly assemble a list of everyone in Iceland with
that affliction. (Actually, the physicians
give their information to the Icelandic
Commission for Data Protection,
which, to protect the patients' privacy,
encrypts their social security numbers
and passes that encrypted list, not the
names, to deCODE.)
At deCODE the information is entered into the genealogy (which has also
been encrypted by the commission). A
few hours later the researchers know
how all the patients are related. DeCODE statisticians select a few families
who seem likely to produce a significant
result. They send the list to the commission, which decodes it and sends
names of individuals to the physicians,
who write to their patients and ask them
to give blood and DNA. Being Icelanders, they hasten to cooperate.
Then deCODE's robotic PCR machines and DNA sequencers and whitecoated young technicians go to work.
For each patient, they scan the entire
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DURING a gene search. bacteria containing

inherited it from the
same founder, probably
human DNA are grown in nutrient-filled dishes.
from one ofthe original
settlers. And the imporgenome-all his or her DNA-for huntance is this: two otherwise unrelated
dreds of regularly spaced markers:
Icelanders who inherit a mutation from
repetitive sequences in which two ofthe
a common ancestor 50 generations back
four DNA bases, cytosine and adenosine,
will share a much smaller chunk ofDNA
rigorously alternate. The number ofcythan, say, two first cousins who inherit
tosine-adenosine repeats in a given place
a mutated gene from their common
varies from individual to individualgrandfather. With each generation,
but individuals who have inherited a
chromosomes are cut to pieces and the
particular chunk of DNA from the same
pieces are shuffled; over time, the pieces
ancestor will have the same marker patthat can be traced intact to any particutern in that chunk. To find the locus of
lar ancestor get smaller and smaller.
the disease gene, deCODE workers look
Bystudying the DNA ofunrelated or
for markers that are identical in most
distantly related Icelanders, deCODE can
people with the disease.
quickly zero in on a much smaller reIt is when they try to move from that
gion around the disease gene. "You stop
locus, 5 to 10 million DNA base pairs
focusing on the family, and you start folong, down to the gene itself, which may
cusing on the entire population," Kdri
be a hundredth the size, that the
explains. The region where the markers
founder effect comes into play. The
are the same may contain as few as two
founder effect occurs when all or most
or three genes. To find the disease mupeople in a population who have a certation, deCODE workers still have to setain trait are descended from one indiquence that region step-by-step-but
vidual: the "founder" in whom the trait
now they are analyzing a sequence of
first arose or who first brought it to a
only 100,000 to 200,000 bases instead
new land. It occurs only when, as was
of 5 to 10 million.
the case on Iceland, the original foundThat is a convenient size, given curing population is small. There must be
rent technology: big enough to find
no later waves ofimmigrants-as there
quickly, small enough to sequence
never were to Iceland-no unrelated
quickly. Fifty generations of Icelandic
populations interbreeding with the
history turns out to be just the right
founders, or else their own different
amount for l:Hri's purposes. It is only a
mutations for the same diseases will
few aspects of the Icelandic present that
muddy things. Conversely, population
have caused him difficulty.
bottlenecks that reduce the size of the
gene pool can eliminate competing mutations, thus accentuating the founder
-• 1=:==• ROM THE BEGINNING, SINCE
effect. Plagues and volcanic cataclysms
'
Kdri first conceived deserve this purpose very nicely.
2--* CODE in 1996, he has enThe upshot is that on Iceland, even
joyed good support. Findunrelated people with the same disease
1
ing venture capital wasn't
often have the exact same mutation. In
....4:• .
hard, he says. Convincing
the United States nearly two dozen
his American backers that he and other
breast cancer mutations are known; on
Icelanders who weren't putting up any
Iceland, only one has been found. The
money should nevertheless own a mapatients who have it are not completely
jority of the stock was harder. But K:in
unrelated, of course; they all must have
persuaded his financiers that deCODE
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would never fly, from a public relations
point of view, if it was perceived as
American. It would too easily be seen as
an exploitation ofthe Icelanders-as indeed other genetics companies have
been accused of exploiting other isolated
populations, such as the Easter Islanders, by flying in and taking their
blood and leaving little behind.
As it was, IGri had the Icelandic government on his side at the outset. The
prime minister, David Oddsson, had
been a high school classmate. They
hadn't been particular friends at the
time-David was then and is now an
archconservative, says IGri, whereas he
himselfhad been the sort ofstudent
who took over the television station at
the American military base at Keflavik
to protest the Vietnam War. But once
Kdri had become an entrepreneur
proposing to bring high-tech jobs to an
economy still hugely dependent on
fish-a chance for educated Icelanders
to find work in Iceland that was commensurate with their education-he and
Oddsson saw eye to eye. "My guess is
that his view of how value is created in
society has changed less than mine, "
Kari says.
Two years later, what value has he
achieved? In terms of published results,
the answer is not much. Last year
Gulcher, K:iri, and their colleagues pinpointed the locus of a gene-not the
gene itself-for a fairly common disorder called essential tremor, which causes
involuntary shaking of the hands, arms,
and head especially in elderly people. (It
may be related to Parkinson's.) But so
far that one paper is it. In the summer
of 1997, Kdri told the Wall Streetj'ournal that deCODE was very close to finding a gene for multiple sclerosis. This
past summer, Gulcher said his lab had
narrowed the search down to a DNA region comprising three to five genes,
which they were now sequencing. In
other words, they were still very close.
What happened in between? For one
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A DECODE worker prepares to load an

pened almost overnight.
The same thing hapautomated DNA sequencer, of which the lab has 24
pened a week or two earlier, whenweallofasudden narrowed down a locus for psoriasis."
thing, business boomed. Last February,
Papers on these and two other disorders
Kdri signed a deal with Hoffman-La
are on the way, Kdri says.
Roche, under which the Swiss pharmaBut Kdri is an ambitious man. He
ceutical firm will pay deCODE more
doesn't plan to settle for solving indithan $200 million over five years to
identify genes for 12 specific diseases:
vidual disease riddles. His goal is «the
understanding of genetic diseases in
four of the brain (schizophrenia, anxigeneral, the genetics ofhuman traits in
ety disorder, Alzheimer's, and maniegeneral." For that, he argues, you need
depressive disorder), four cardiovascular diseases (heart attack, peripheral
a population like the Icelanders and a
vascular disease, high blood pressure,
genealogy like deCODE's because comand stroke), and four other diseases (osplicated human traits Will invariably involve rnultiple genes that can't be teased
teoarthritis, osteoporosis, non-insulinout ofsingle families.
dependent diabetes, and emphysema).
"A few weeks back, we were asking
The agreement gives Roche the right to
develop diagnostic tests and drugs based
the question, Is longevity really an inherited trait?" Kdri goes on. "And we
on the genes deCODE discovers; it also
gives all Icelanders free access to those
did a study in one afternoon that would
have taken a really long time anywhere
drugs and testS.
What deCODE got from the deal is
else. We took everyone in Iceland who
its lab full of gleaming machinery and a
is over 90 years of age-everyone-and
then we took everyone born in tile same
huge staff expansion, which is expected
decade and who died between the years
to soon number 200. Rather than devoting those resources to finding a few
85 and 90, and then the ones who died
between 80 and 85. We looked at the
genes as quickly as possible, though, deCODE has instead been laying claim to
relationship coefficients of these groups.
as much ofthe Icelandic genome as posAnd we found that the people who are
alive in Iceland over the age of 90 are
sible. For each of 20 different diseases,
more closely related to each other than
not just the 12 called for by the Roche
the people who died between 80 and 90.
deal, the company has signed exclusive
agreements with the physicians through
If they are more related to each other,
whom it gains access to patients. The adthat means there is a quality there that
vantage of working this way is that it
is inherited." Are those nonagenarians
prevents other geneticists and other
just blessedly free of disease genes, or
are they blessed in a more positive way,
biotech companies from horning in on
with genes for longevity? "We will find
deCODE 's turf. This is a threat K:iri
worries about, and with reason; in late
out very quickly."
August another Icelandic entrepreneur
What ifdeCODE discovers longevity
announced plans to compete with degenes and you don't happen to have
them? The value of some gene research
CODE. Kdri feels there is no room in
Iceland for a second company like his.
is rarely questioned by its practitioners,
But the research, he insists, is going
and yet it is not hopelessly Luddite
excitingly well. "The other day, for exto do so. After all, the medical benefits
ample, we started to work on osteoof most gene discoveries have so far
arthritis," he says. "One week after we
been quite slight. If a young woman is
found to have a breast cancer gene, for
started we had mapped a locus-it hap-

Kan

responded tohis critics from the medical

school ( which is located next to a swamp ) by saying, "The men
from the water marsh are narrow, small-minded people. "
instance, she may choose to undergo
screening for the disease at an earlier
age, and she may choose to have her
breasts and ovaries removed even before she gets·sick. (The breast cancer
genes are linked to ovarian cancer as
well.) Otherwise she has no medical options at present. Does the knowledge of
her gene set her free, or does it imprison her? The High One said (Number 56):
Averagely wise a man ought to be,
never too wise;
no one may know his fate beforehand,
if he wants a carefree spirit.
Kdri has thought about this potential
downside of his own work. Questioned
about it, he quotes IM H. Auden, his favorite poet, from memory.

f- = -4 HE FIGHT HE HAS GOTTEN
into is only partly intellectual. Kdri is a difficult person to get
along with for some
•
people. He is quick to
Judge, and there seems to be no one he
feels unqualified to Judge This poet is
the best writing in English today, that
Nobel Prize-winning biologist 'isn't
very bright " Kari values brightness
above all, if the number of times he
'
mentions it is a guide He assesses it
constantly in the people around him and
often announces the results of his as sessment. He is not above embarrassing
his friends (to say nothing ofhts oppo nents) in public, and whether he lS
driven by awkwardness or milice is not
always clear. All in all, a thick skin, and
possibly a thick skull, seem to be im portant for getting along with Kart Sull,
he probably would not have had prob lems with other Icelandic researchers lf
it had not been for his ditabise idea
The centralized medical database is

an attempt to capture all the peculiar
advantages that Iceland holds for
biomedical research in one convenient
package. Ktiri's idea is to combine the
deCODE genealogy ofall Icelanders with
a crude genotype-the marker maI»
of all Icelanders, or of as many as will
agree to give blood. This is, of course,
precisely whitt deCODE is already doing
in searching for disease genes. The difference here is that Kdri wants to include all Icetanders, the healthy along
with the sick. Moreover, their individual medical records, including every past
and future visit to a doctor, their diagnoses, and the cost of whatever treatment they may have received, would be
matched with the genealogical and genetic information. Kdri has had the
database in mind since the beginning;
his corporate literature advertises it already. But to make it happen he needs
a law authorizing its creation and especially giving deCODE some sort of exelusive commercial rights to it. When
such a bill was introduced in the Althing, the Icelandic parliament, on
March 31, the storm broke.
Everyone now agrees that the bill
was badly written. When Icelandic

This passion ofour kind
For the process offinding out
Is a fact one can hardly doubt,
But I would rejoice in it more
If I knew more clearly what
We wanted the knowledge for,
Felt certain still that the
TH E CHURCH at Borg. north of Reykjav,k
mind
'
Is free to know or not.
• , settled
where Egil's father, Skallagrim
He finds in this deeply
ambivalent passage ofAuden's, not so
*
Jf
different from Odin's really, support for
L
his belief that the pursuit of knowledge
cannot be restricted, it being in our nature. The only thing that must be done,
says Kdri, is to ensure that the individual
bearer of a disease gene will be "free to
know or not" whether she bears the
1
gene-a rule he promises deCODE will
Jkrer"Trer
610 *ght fh
,.
follow scrupulously. Pressed again to
1. '1 - G.0 3tL • i• ·+,f'b
4, ' "1*' 1 5
admit there might be some knowledge
and some choices that humans would be
J
better off without, Kdri sighs deeply,

/Z=

chuckles, and says, "You know, now is
about the time I'm going to drown you
in the lake. Now it has come to the point
in the script where I take you and I put
you into the lake." Kdri enjoys a good intellectual fight.
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"HS this fair? Ithink you're exploitingapopulation
that doesn't appreciate what it's giving away. It's like when you

gave Native Americans the glass beads for Manhattan."
derstanding of how cost is created
within the system. A database like this
is going to be an absolutely priceless instrument to model that." American
HMOs are just one of the potential
clients.
.Idn .16nsson, Jorunn Eyfjord, and
other critics have raised several objections. The first is that a centralized medical database would threaten the privacy
of patients. It is supposed to be elaborately protected, with all information
encoded. Yet the idea of 211 that information being collected in one place and
placed under the control of a private
company makes some people deeply
wary-even though the scenarios for
how the system might be abused tend
to be vague. Iceland has no private
health insurance companies, for instance, to whom sensitive information
might be leaked. Still, there is private
insurance for liability or disability, and
there are employers who might want to
discriminate against employees with the
"wrong" genes. Even K:iri admits that
the code safeguarding
the data could be
A VIKING ship sculpture in Reykiavik but
cracked. "There has to
be trust involved," he
the settlers were more peasants than pirates
says. If deCODE were to
--, - • ; '--t-·-· ·-··.. - e' 042·
-'-'• '·''"i·-,I· . --r:-'
442
-.. · '7,-1
forfeit the trust of Icelanders by allowr
ing leaks from the database, he argues,
it would doom the company.
7• 1
Another criticism of the database is
i
4:that it is just Kari's attempt to monopoI
036
lize genetic research on Iceland. Among
.-.
...'-/
-\, 4other things, the database would consti. .... -/ 036
- -2 -17------ ,;.0<
.-.
4-I.I....
...
tute all the spadework that would ever
I.
-need to be done to launch any genetic
:,036
- .29
..39
study in Iceland. Indeed, assuming the
-' 9
Icelanders
continue to cooperate with
29
le.=. 343 3 --=-t.1.-- 31:4/29/////*
Kdri in large numbers, the database
*
-"- --"
I Z li:ilfilillililillf'lli
would make deCODE hard to avoid ifyou
te.:CS.... 32wanted to practice genetics in Iceland.
-,-...4.-6./.;
Kari says, plausibly enough, that he has
=
...
I.
no interest in interfering with academic
.
i
i. k=
research. But why would even a famously
cooperative Icelander want to give blood
toJ6n orJorunn when he has already
researchers read about it in the newspaper the next day, some thought it was an
April Fools' joke. That they had not
been consulted no doubt contributed to
their discontent. Many members ofthe
medical faculty of the University of Iceland condemned Kdri's bill-which is
how everyone perceived it, even though
Kdri claims he hadn't seen it himself.
Kiri responded by getting up before an
audience ofhis critics and saying-in allusion to the medical school's location
next to a swamp-that "the men from
the water marsh are narrow, smallminded people." This remark stuck in
people's craws. Jorunn Eyfjord, a geneticist at the Icelandic Cancer Society,
remembers that Kiri more than once
accused her of ':treason" for opposing
the database. Kdri denies having said
this. He does emphasize, though, that
his critics are motivated by envy. "They
feel excruciating pain having to be in
our shadow," he says.
The database, he explains, would
make it easier to do all sorts ofresearch.
Collating genetic records with medical
ones would, in theory anyway, enable
researchers to investigate how multiple
genes interact with one another and

with the environment to produce health
or illness. Which is more important in
avoiding heart attacks, the right genes or
a low-fat diet, and do you need the lattel, if you have the former? The database
would also help control health care costs
in an intelligent way, Kiri says-avoiding, for instance, a cut in prescription
drug reimbursements that would lead
only to a rise in emergency room use.
"We have had enormous cost cutting
in health care systems over the past few
years," he says, "to the extent that the
quality is about to collapse. And in spite
of that we have only decreased the rate
of increase. Why is it so difficult to
make health care cost-effective? Because
we have such a complex multicomponent system-ifyou approach one component, it is just going to influence all
the others. To control costs you have to
have a view ofall the health care ofone
individual. It's not enough to control
what he or she pays for drugs, or what
he or she pays for going to the emergency room-you need an in-depth un-
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given it to Kiri for the same purpose?
Since the controversy erupted last
spring, the bill has been rewritten. The
revised version makes clear, for instance,
that any Icelander, besides refusing to
give blood for genotyping, would also
have the right to keep his medical
records out of the database. The
anonymity of the database is to be guaranteed by an independent committee,
set up by the Commission for Data Protection but paid for by deCODE. And
academic geneticists would be allowed
access to the new database-provided
that their research does not undermine
the commercial interests of deCODE.
The bill would grant deCODE a
monopoly on commercial exploitation
ofthe database for 12 years.
In return, Iceland would get a couple ofhundred good jobs. The government would also get full access to the
database, and the country's medical
records facilities would be standardized,
modernized, and computerized at deCODE's expense. The expense of creating the database, Kiri has said, might be
as much as $100 million, an investment
the Icelandic government says it could
never afford. But the bill would not require deCODE to share with Icelanders
any of the profits it might make off their
medical and genetic histories-or any
money it might make from a public offering of its stock.
J6n J6nsson thinks that makes it a
rip-off of historic proportions. "You get
this commodity for free, and then you
turn around and have a public offering,
and your main asset is going to be this
exclusive access to a population," he
says. "My question is, Is this fair? I don't
think so. I think you're exploiting a population that doesn't appreciate what it's
giving away. It's like when you gave Native Americans the glass beads for Manhattan. Kdri's computers for the health
care system-those are the glass beads."
Jdn, who has served as a consultant
to investors who would like to compete

THE

RACKS will hold gelsthatwillsort bits

endure in a shrinking,
homogenizing world.
of DNA in deCODE's automated sequencers.
Tonight the deCODErs
need a bit of bucking up.
with deCODE in gene hunting, believes
In the past few months the hot young
opposition from the medical commucompany they work for has been renity may stop the database even if the
peatedly slammed in the press. Early in
Althing approves it, as it is expected to
the evening, before the glasses have
do. There is an old Icelandic poem,
been drained and a chubby television
Sayings oftbe Higb One, Number 77,
comedian has brought the house down
that captures Kiri's situation, Jdn says.
with falsetto impersonations of opera
"The poem reads something like,'Peodivas, Kdri steps up to the microphone.
An elegant suit loosely draping his lanky
ple die, your livestock dies; the one
thing that doesn't die is your reputntion.'
form, half-glasses sliding down his nose,
Whatever else can be said about K:iri,
one hand clutching notes he doesn't
he has a lot of critics."
need and the other hand shoved deep in
his pocket, he speaks for a quarter hour
in a low monotone-you recognize it as
-r• ,--•
UT HE HAS A LOT OF SUPdeadpan even ifyou can't understand a
)·9 porters too, and on one of
word. Gentle ripples oflaughter course
through the hall.
f--<£ those magical June nights
Kari is recounting an early episode
"7 for which Iceland is fafrom Kiri's Saga, Christmas Eve 19684
/7 mous, when even drab
-• .16..4• Reykjavik seems to glow
a year ofyouthful rebellion, even in Icein the midnight sun, Kiri has gathered
land-in which the hero led a demonthem for a party by the lake downtown.
stration up the main shopping street of
The venue is a theater that Vigdis
Reykjavik. The street was closed to cars,
Finnb6gadottir used to run before she
so the demonstrators were not blocking
became president ofIceland-an elected
traffic. But the police beat them bloody
position of moral rather than political
anyway. Kari recites, a bit self-mockauthority. Long ago Vigdis taught in
ingly, an angry poem he wrote at the
Kiri's high school; since her retirement
time. His message is serious, though.
in 1996 she has served on the board of
Our critics today are like those policeKiri's company.
men, he says, senselessly beating on us.
Inside the theater, Kdri sits on the
All he has ever wanted, Kdri Stehigh seat, as the Vikings called it»in this
fdnsson had explained earlier in the day,
case a head table on the stage-with
is to do good science and to do good by
Vigdis at his right. Down below on the
Iceland. "Ifyou think about the isolaparquet, a couple ofhundred people are
tion ofthe nation over 1,100 years, and
packed shoulder to shoulder at long taif you think about all the natural disasbles, drinking wines from California and
ters, gill this misery over the cenItaly with their Icelandic lamb. Most of
turies-we are so fortunate that we are
them are deCODE staff members, avera company in a position to turn the conage age around 30. Those young people
sequences of that into value for this naare why Vigdis is there, and why she has
tion. Into the creation ofnew knowllent her moral authority to this scientific
edge for the entire world. You could
enterprise from the beginning: to help
argue that it was an attempt to seek
bring young Icelanders home, she says,
some poetic justice for the misery.
them and their children; to help the Ice"Well, that's my spin on it. I'm not
landic nation and the Icelandic language
sure that everyone else would agree." 01
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